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Despite having relatively short timespans of eruptions, monogenetic volcanoes can pose
significant risks to the nearby population. Here, we describe the ~1700 CE eruption of
Tseax volcano, British Columbia, which killed up to 2,000 people of the Nisga’a First Nation
and is ranked as Canada’s worst natural disaster. Within the Nisga’a culture, Adaawak
stories preserve an observational account of the Tseax eruption. In this study, we establish
the chronology of the eruption by integrating field observations and petrophysical data
informed by Nisga’a oral and written histories. The Nisga’a stories corroborate the short
duration and exceptional intensity of the eruption as recorded in the volcanic products. The
eruption was divided in two main periods: 1) Period A and 2) Period B. 1) The eruption
started in a typical Hawaiian style with low levels of lava fountaining that built up a spatter
rampart. This pyroclastic edifice was breached by voluminous pāhoehoe lavas erupted at
high discharge rates. We estimate that almost half of the emplaced lava volume (0.20 km3)
was erupted in Period A and had a flux of 800–1,000 m3/s. The low viscosity lava reached
the Nass Valley, 20 km downstream of the volcano, in “swift currents”, and engulfed the
former Nisga’a villages in only 1–3 days, thus likely being responsible for the reported
fatalities. The discharge rates progressively diminished to 10–200m3/s until the end of this
first eruptive period, which lasted a few weeks to a few hundred days. 2) The Period B
eruption produced two ‘a‘ā lavas with discharge rates <50m3/s. This period was also
characterised by an explosive phase of eruption that built a 70m high tephra cone
overlapping with a spatter rampart; Period B lasted approximately 20 days. In total, the
eruption produced 0.5 km3 of volcanic materials (mostly in the form of lava flows) on the
order of weeks to a few months. The mountainous terrain significantly controlled the
emplacement of lava flows that reached long distances in a short amount of time. Our work
shows that, under certain conditions, eruptions of small-volume monogenetic volcanoes
ca pose risks comparable to flank eruptions on long-lived shield volcanoes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mafic volcanism is the most common type of volcanic activity on
Earth and often forms volcanic fields, areas of dispersed volcanic
cones and flows (Németh and Kereszturi, 2015). These mafic
volcanic fields are composed of individual small-scale volcanoes
that are usually monogenetic. Monogenetic volcanoes are the
result of a single (or small number of), low volume magma batch
that erupts over a period of hours to decades, forming relatively
simple volcanic edifices compared to shield/strato-volcanoes
(e.g., Hasenaka and Carmichael, 1985; Hasenaka, 1994;
Kereszturi et al., 2013; Németh and Kereszturi, 2015; Smith
and Németh, 2017). The eruption style of monogenetic
volcanoes often ranges from Hawaiian lava fountaining
building spatter edifices to Strombolian explosive style
building tephra cones. Lava flows up to several tens of
kilometers long are also often produced. Monogenetic volcanic

fields are sometimes located in areas close to population centres
and, as a result, represent an unpredictable volcanic hazard (e.g.,
Auckland volcanic field; Bebbington and Cronin, 2011;
Kereszturi et al., 2013).

Although relatively distant from major population centres the
Northern Cordillera Volcanic Province (NCVP) in Western
Canada, hosts more than 100 monogenetic volcanic centres,
mostly consisting of isolated pyroclastic cones and associated
lava flows (Figure 1; Edwards and Russell, 1999; Edwards and
Russell, 2000). At least 37 eruptions have occurred in the NCVP
in the past 10,000 years (Edwards and Russell, 2000; Stasiuk et al.,
2003), making it the most active volcanic region in Canada. Tseax
volcano (pronounced “See-Ax”,Wil Ksi Baxhl Mihl in the Nisga’a
language), in western central British Columbia, is the second-
youngest volcanic centre in Canada (Figure 1), with an eruption
date between 1,675 and 1,778 CE (Williams-Jones et al., 2020).
The volcano is associated with several small pyroclastic edifices

FIGURE 1 | Location of Tseax volcano in North America and western Canada. (A) The active volcanic regions in north-western North America. BR/RG, Basin and
Range/Rio Grande Rift; SRP, Snake River Plain; CRP, Columbia River Plateau; CVA, Cascades Volcanic Arc; AVA, Aleutian Volcanic Arc. (B) Location of Tseax volcano in
Northwest British Columbia. Tseax is located near the southern end of the Northern Cordillera Volcanic Province (NCVP). GVB, Garibaldi Volcanic Belt; WGC, Wells
Gray–Clearwater Volcanic Field; AVB, Anaheim Volcanic Belt; WVB, Wrangell Volcanic Belt; Exp p, Explorer plate (Modified from Edwards and Russell 1999;
Edwards and Russell 2000). (C) Identified Holocene volcanic rocks in the Nass Valley area (BC Hydro 1981; van der Heyden et al., 2000; Evenchick et al., 2008). The
Tseax volcanic field is highlighted in red. Faults and lineaments are from BC Hydro (1981), Evenchick et al. (2008). Note that Tseax volcano is roughly located at the
intersection of N45 and north-south trending lineaments. Geographical coordinates are in UTM Zone 9N.
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and far-travelled lava flows (Sutherland Brown, 1969; Le Moigne
et al., 2020). The eruption was recorded in the Adaawak
(traditional oral histories) of the Nisga’a First Nation as they
were significantly impacted with potentially up to 2,000 fatalities
in three destroyed villages (Collison and Seeley, 1915; McCullagh,
1918; Hanson, 1924; Barbeau, 1935; Nisga’a Tribal Council, 2004;
Williams-Jones et al., 2020), making it Canada’s deadliest
volcanic event (Hickson and Edwards, 2001). Despite a rich
oral history, the exact sequence and timing of the volcanic
events has been difficult to establish. Furthermore, only a
relatively limited number of scientific studies have been made
on Tseax volcano including dating (Symons, 1975; Wuorinen,
1978; Williams-Jones et al., 2020), physical mapping (Hanson,
1924; Sutherland Brown, 1969; Le Moigne et al., 2020) and
geochemistry studies (Higgins, 2009; Gallo, 2018; Le Moigne
et al., 2022).

In this study, we provide a comprehensive and detailed
eruptive model of the ~1,700 CE Tseax eruption. We first
summarise the main results from recent studies regarding the
age, volume and description of the volcanic products. This
information is used to reconstruct the dynamics, chronology
of the eruption, and the sequence of events that ultimately led
to the Nisga’a fatalities. Fishery and forestry industries and ~1,000
people currently live in close proximity to the volcano and Tseax
is part of the Anhluu’t’ukwsim Laxmihl Angwiga’asanskwhl
Nisga’a (Nisga’a Memorial Lava Bed Provincial Park)
including several tourist attractions. Therefore, this work also
provides important information in support of future hazard and
risk assessments for the area.

2 REGIONAL AND LOCAL SETTINGS

Western North America comprises several active volcanic belts
(Figure 1A), and Western Canada alone is made up of four
distinct volcanic regions, including the Northern Cordilleran
Volcanic Province (NCVP; Figure 1B; Edwards and Russell,
1999). It is approximately 1,200 km long and 400 km wide,
extending from Northwest British Columbia to the Yukon and
Eastern Alaska (Figure 1B). More than 100 volcanic centres have
been identified to date in the NCVP totalling ~1,900 km3

(Edwards and Russell, 1999; Edwards and Russell, 2000, and
references therein) although the majority of the NCVP volcanic
centres are small volume edifices, i.e., <1 to a few km3. They are
scattered across BC and the Yukon and consist of isolated
pyroclastic cones and associated lava flows typical of
monogenetic volcanoes (Edwards 1997; Edwards and Russell,
1999; Edwards and Russell, 2000).

The NCVP has a bimodal chemical signature with 70% alkali
basalts to hawaiites and ~30% basanites to nephelinites (Edwards
and Russell, 2000). The geochemical compositions of the NCVP
lavas are consistent with a mantle source having an OIB-like
composition (Edwards and Russell, 1999; Edwards and Russell,
2000). Since its beginning (20–15 Ma), volcanism in the NCVP is
mainly attributed to upwelling of asthenosphere related to back-
arc extension (Edwards and Russell 2000; Batir and Blackwell,
2019). The alkaline volcanism may be attributed to adiabatic

decompression melting of the lithosphere and a high temperature
flux provided by the rise of the underlying asthenosphere
(i.e., Thorkelson and Taylor, 1989; Manthei et al., 2010;
Thorkelson et al., 2011) to a depth of ~65 km (Edwards and
Russell, 2000; Harder and Russell, 2006; Batir and Blackwell,
2019).

Volcanism in the NCVP dates from the Neogene to the
Quaternary with a minimum rate of magmatism at 10−4 km3/
yr (Edwards and Russell, 2000). Temporal and spatial
reconstruction of its evolution is difficult due to the paucity of
radiometric data and the fact that many volcanic edifices were
partially or entirely eroded during the last ice age (Edwards,
1997). Pleistocene to Holocene volcanism is widespread
throughout the NCVP including many small-scale volcanic
edifices (e.g., Tseax volcano; Prindle volcano, Volcano
Mountain, Lava Fork; Edwards and Russell, 2000). Thirty-
seven volcanic eruptions have been identified covering the past
10 ka with the youngest corresponding to an eruption in Lava
Fork ~0.22 ka years ago (noted LF on Figure 1B; Elliot et al., 1981;
Hauksdottir, 1992; Edwards and Russell, 2000) making the NCVP
by far the most active volcanic region in Canada (Hickson and
Edwards, 2001; Stasiuk et al., 2003).

Tseax volcano (55.112 N, −128.900 W) is one of the
southernmost volcanic centres of the NCVP (Edwards and
Russell, 1999; Edwards and Russell, 2000), located in central
Western British Columbia (~760 kmNorth of Vancouver, BC),
near the town of Gitlaxt’aamiks (New Aiyansh) and
Gitwinksihlkw (Canyon City) (Figure 1; Le Moigne et al.,
2020). The region is part of the Coast Belt plutonic complex
(Woodsworth et al., 1991) and Tseax is located in the Hazelton
mountain range (Evenchick et al., 2008). Tseax volcano
developed near the intersection of North and Northeast
trending lineaments (Figure 1C; BC Hydro 1981; Evenchick
et al., 2008). Other occurrences of Holocene alkali olivine
basalts are mapped north of Tseax on both sides of the
Nass Valley and an age of 175 ± 50 ka is given for a flow
filling a paleocanyon South of the abandoned town of Kitsault;
Figure 1C; Evenchick et al., 2008). These lavas are either
eroded columnar jointed basalts or small tuyas totalling a
surface area of ~79 km2.

A pre-eruption geography of the Nass Valley, the region
surrounding Tseax and the location of the former Nisga’a
villages is proposed by the Nisga’a First Nation (Figure 2A;
Nisga’a Tribal Council and B. C. Parks Committee, 1997;
Nisga’a Tribal Council, 2004). The bottom of Crater Creek
valley was occupied by a small creek (Crater Creek). Sii Tax
(Lava Lake), located South of the mouth of Crater Creek valley
already existed but was substantially smaller than today. This lake
is the source of the Tseax River that was flowing northwards in
the Tseax River valley. At the time of eruption, a fish camp was
located on the shore of a small lake (Tam Gimwits’ax) formed by
the Tseax River. Several smokehouses were situated near the
mouth of the Tseax River, at the confluence with the Nass River in
an area called LaxWiilaxk’ap. Before the eruption, the Nass River
flowed along the southern edges of the Nass Valley (~2.5 km
further south than its current position). Between the mouths of
the Tseax River and Vetter Creek, the meandering Nass River was
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Pre-eruption geography of the Tseax area. The approximate locations of the former Nisga’a villages, smokehouses and fish camps are also shown.
Extensively modified from Nisga’a Tribal Council and B.C. Parks Committee. (1997). (B) Simplified map of the Tseax lava flow field. The lava field is divided into four lava
flows: 2 pāhoehoe lava flows (Flow 1 and Flow 2) and 2 ‘a‘ā lava flows (Flow 3 and Flow 4). Coordinates system: UTM Projection Zone 9N, WGS 1984 Datum. Modified
after Le Moigne et al. (2020). (C) Simplified stratigraphy of the lava flow field. Vertical exaggeration: 550×.
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~1 km wide and the village of Lax Ksiluux was located on its
Northern shore. At this place, the Nass River may have been so
wide that it was described as a lake (Barbeau, 1935). Further
downstream, the Nass River narrowed and the villages of
Laxksiwihlgest and Ts’oohlts’ap were located along its southern
shore (Figure 2A).

3 METHODOLOGY

In order to investigate the dynamism of the ~1,700 CE eruption of
Tseax volcano, publicly available oral and written records from
the Nisga’a people (Adaawak) of the eruption were gathered
(Supplementary Table S1). Other accounts of the eruption exist,
but they are only for the Nisga’a to tell and are therefore not
presented in this work.

Fieldwork was carried out on Tseax volcano to map the
distribution of the lava flows and tephra deposits and with the
aim of establishing the stratigraphy of the volcanic products. The
calculations of the lava and tephra volumes are based on field
observations, aerial imagery, photogrammetry and bathymetric
surveys. Datasets of high resolution aerial photos acquired from
aircraft above Tseax volcano and Crater Creek Valley were used
to construct a DEM of the lava flow field and surrounding area
(Le Moigne et al., 2020). This DEM was used to investigate the
lava flow surface morphologies and the calculation of the lava and
tephra volumes. We only have a single geotechnical drilling
report for the entire lava flow field. It is located in the Nass
Valley near the town of Gitwinksihlkw (Figure 2B) and was
provided by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways of
British Columbia (Purssell, 1993). We assumed that the lava
depth indicated by this drilling (12 m) is representative of the flow
thickness in the Nass Valley. An arbitrary error of ±2 m was
added in order to account for lavas that may have undergone
different inflation processes. Along Crater Creek and Tseax River
valleys, 16 topographic profiles were constructed perpendicular to
the flow. In order to determine the lava thickness, we
reconstructed a possible pre-eruptive topography by extending
the slopes on both sides of the valleys. The volumes in these
valleys were bracketed between the minimum and maximum
estimated depth and the total lava flow field volume was
calculated by adding the lava volumes in the Nass, Tseax River
and Crater Creek valleys. The Tseax lava flow field is partially
submerged by Lava Lake and Melita Lake (Figure 2). Bathymetry
data were acquired for these two lakes using a Lowrance Elite 5Ti
chart plotter with a 10 Hz internal high-sensitivity GPS receiver
with DGPS and WAAS correction. These mapping and volume
calculation methods are detailed in Le Moigne et al. (2020).

Grain size and componentry analyses were performed for
18 proximal and distal locations. These samples were located
140–1,420 m from the main vent and selected to represent
different domains of the tephra fallout deposits. The samples
were dried and manually cleaned to remove organic material.
Dried samples were then sieved using standard sieves with
mesh spacings of 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, and 1 mm. Each size
fraction was then weighed using a Ohaus Adventurer-Pro
balance. Finally, Inman parameters were calculated to

estimate the degree of sorting following the approach of
Cas and Wright (1987).

For petrographic investigations, lava samples were collected
from each identified lava flow (except Flow 3) and pyroclastic
edifices. Twenty-three bulk compositions were measured by ALS
Minerals in North Vancouver, British Columbia. Major oxides
were measured by X-Ray fluorescence and FeO (wt%) was
estimated by iron titration on rock powder. Trace and Rare
Earth Elements were measured by ICP-MS. Mineral modes
were estimated from petrographic investigations of thin
sections prepared by Vancouver Petrographics, Langley, British
Columbia. Electron microprobe analyses of mineral phases were
performed using a CAMECA SX100 electron microprobe at the
Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans, Université Clermont Auvergne,
Clermont-Ferrand, France. Thermobarometry and trace element
modelling were then performed to estimate the magmatic origin
and evolution of the Tseax magma before eruption. These data
and methods are reported and detailed in Le Moigne et al. (2022).

4 RESULTS

4.1 The Eruption of Tseax Volcano
According to the Nisga’a Adaawak (Written
and Oral Histories)
Before investigating the dynamics of the ~1,700 CE Tseax
eruption, it is important first to consider the observational
data provided by the Nisga’a oral traditions and history
(Adaawak) along with written stories (Supplementary Table
S1). The eruption of Tseax forms an important part of the
Nisga’a culture as it may have caused up to 2,000 fatalities,
destroyed three villages, and substantially changed the local
environment (Figure 2; Nisga’a Tribal Council and B.C. Parks
Committee, 1997); several Adaawak refer to the eruption of
Tseax. While these Adaawak are only for the Nisga’a to tell,
the Adaawak Laxmihl (Where the Fire Ran Out) is related to the
eruption and publicly available (Nisga’a Tribal Council, 2004).
Moreover, important observational details have been reported by
missionaries and anthropologists in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries (Collison, 1915; McCullagh, 1918; Barbeau, 1935;
Higgins, 2009; Williams-Jones et al., 2020).

A key feature that emerges from the Adaawak and written
accounts (Supplementary Table S1) is the relatively short
duration of the eruption (Williams-Jones et al., 2020),
probably on the order of days to a few weeks (“. . .the whole
valley was on fire, which continue for many days. . .,” “The stone
was red and hot there for many days. . .” (Collison, 1915; Barbeau,
1935). From these stories, a tentative sequence of events would be
the following:

1) Before the eruption started, small earthquakes were felt by the
Nisga’a (“The rumbling was heard once and soon the ground
began to shake. . .”; Barbeau, 1935);

2) At first, the eruption produced an eruptive column that was
witnessed from the former Nisga’a villages (“. . .a big pillar of
smoke. It was as if a house was burning on the mountain
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top. . .”; Barbeau, 1935). Stories fromNisga’a communities not
in close proximity to the volcano (locations adjacent to the
Nass Valley or further downstream the Nass River) also
mentioned the eruption (D. Nyce, pers. comm. 2019).
Considering the mountainous nature of the area, this may
suggest a convective eruption column several kilometres high;

3) The lava emerged from Crater Creek valley into Tseax River
valley. There, the lava blocked Tseax River where it came out
of what is now Sii Tax (Lava Lake) and progressively enlarged
the lake to its present size. It was only “after a few years” that
the Tseax River flowed again to the Nass Valley and “came
back at the place where the stream was blocked up” (Barbeau,
1935);

4) In the Nass Valley, some Adaawak refer to a fast moving lava
flow at the beginning of the eruption (“. . .the people saw the
flames coming towards them in huge swift currents. . .”, “The
fire then rolled down like a river. . .”; Barbeau, 1935). Other
accounts suggest that the villages were engulfed by a slow-
moving lava flow (“The fire came down the side in their
direction, but not as fast as forest fire. It moved down
slowly, very slowly. . .”; Barbeau, 1935). The lava flows may
have been partly responsible for the Nisga’a fatalities (“Others
canoed to the far side of the river but were killed by the lava. . .”;
Nisga’a Tribal Council, 2004) as some people may have been
trapped during their flight between the Nass River and the
advancing lava flow (D. Nyce, pers. comm. 2019). The lava
flow displaced the Nass river from the southern to the
northern sides of the Nass Valley (“It flowed along by the
base of the mountains on the farther side of the valley some
miles away. . .”; Collison, 1915);

5) A violent lava-water interaction may have produced a “vog”
(e.g., Williams-Jones and Rymer, 2015; Carlos et al., 2018),
i.e., the “spirit cloud” (Collison, 1915), that may also have been
responsible for the fatalities (“. . .came Pluvius, pouring over
all a cooling stream: Great the ire of Ignis, roaring, he dispelled
it all in steam! Mighty rocks he rent in pieces; flung them high
into the air. . .”, “There were fumes spreading ahead, and those
who smelled them were smothered. They died and their body
stiffened like rock. . .”; Collison, 1915; McCullagh, 1918;
Barbeau, 1935).

4.2 Age of the Eruption
The age of the eruption of Tseax has previously been determined
from scientific methods (McCullagh, 1918; Hanson, 1924;
Sutherland Brown, 1969; Lowdon et al., 1971; Symons, 1975;
Wuorinen, 1978; Roberts and McCuaig, 2001; Williams-Jones
et al., 2020) and from Nisga’a Adaawak (Collison, 1915;
McCullagh, 1918; Barbeau, 1935; Higgins 2009; Williams-Jones
et al., 2020). Using dendrochronology, Hanson. (1924) and
McCullagh, 1918 estimated the date of the eruption at 1,753
and 1,770 CE, respectively. Radiocarbon dating of carbonised
wood gave calibrated dates of 250 ± 130 BP and 230 ± 50 BP
(Sutherland Brown, 1969; Lowdon et al., 1971; Roberts and
McCuaig, 2001; Williams-Jones et al., 2020). New radiocarbon
dating performed on wood charcoal sampled immediately
beneath Tseax tephra in conjunction with paleomagnetic
studies constrain the eruption date to between 1,675 and

1,778 cal. CE (Williams-Jones et al., 2020). These dates
correlate well with the Nisga’a Adaawak that dates the
eruption to the 18th century (Hanson, 1924; Barbeau, 1935;
Wuorinen, 1978; Williams-Jones et al., 2020). Finally, based
on the Nisga’a oral histories, the eruption most likely occurred
during the summer, between June and September (H. Nyce, pers.
comm. 2019; Williams-Jones et al., 2020).

4.3 Description of the Volcanic Products
4.3.1 Lava Flows
4.3.1.1 Stratigraphy and Volumes
Figure 2B provides a simplified volcanological map of the Tseax
lava field and the principal geometrical characteristics of the lava
flow field are provided in Table 1. The total lava flow field volume
is 0.49 ± 0.08 km3 covering a surface of 36.04 km2 (Le Moigne
et al., 2020). The lava flows originate from a vent in Crater Creek
valley (Figure 2B) and filled the narrow V-shaped Crater Creek
and Tseax River valleys to depths of 30.5 ± 5.5 m and 22 ± 4 m,
respectively. At the bottom of Crater Creek valley, a small volume
of lava enters Lava Lake and bathymetric surveys show that the
flow field terminates at about 250–270 m from the northern shore
of Lava Lake at ~27 m depth (Le Moigne et al., 2020). In the Nass
Valley flats, more than 20 km from the vent, the lava spreads out
to the South-West where it forms a ~11 km long by ~2.5 km wide
lava field with an average thickness of 12 m. This corresponds to a
volume of approximately 0.32 ± 0.03 km3. The Northern edges of
the lava are in contact with the Nass River. Near the town of
Gitwinksihlkw, a lava cliff of 4–7 m forces the Nass River to flow
through a narrow canyon (Le Moigne et al., 2020).

The lava flow field is divided into four lava flows (Figure 2B):
the earliest lava flows are the pāhoehoe Flow 1 and Flow 2, and the
uppermost are the ‘a‘ā Flow 3 and Flow 4 (Figure 2B). Flow 1 is
the most voluminous and longest flow (32 km) with 0.41 ±
0.07 km3 of lava representing ~84% of the total erupted
volume. At more than 21 km long, Flow 2 has a volume of
0.06 ± 0.1 km3. The two ‘a‘ā flows are constrained to Crater Creek
valley and the southern part of Tseax River valley (Figure 2B)
with estimated volumes of 0.009 ± 0.002 and 0.006 ± 0.001 km3.

4.3.1.2 Morphologies
The two ‘a‘ā lava flows show brecciated, rough and jagged
surfaces made of loose angular to rounded lava fragment
clinkers (Figure 3A). The majority of clinkers are 0.1–0.5 m in
diameter, with the largest fragments up to 2 m in diameter. The
terminus of Flow 3 displays a series of pressure ridges oriented
perpendicular to flow direction.

Pāhoehoe flows are the longest, most voluminous and
stratigraphically lowest of the lava flow field (Figures 2B,C).
There are various pāhoehoe surface flow morphologies implying
different mechanism of emplacement and flow regimes. Flow 1
has many surface flow features characteristic of inflated lava flows
(Figure 3). This includes large areas of hummocky pāhoehoe, lava
rises, and numerous lava-rise pits (Walker, 1991).

Hummocky pāhoehoe is a very irregular inflated pāhoehoe
lava flow surface with hummocks called tumuli (Swanson, 1973;
Hon et al., 1994). These tumuli are up to 200 m long, sinuous and
1–4 m in height. They are pāhoehoe lava lobes that failed to
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coalesce or have undergone differential inflation processes.
Hummocky pāhoehoe is mainly found along the northern and
western most margins of the flow field in the Nass Valley
(Figure 3B). Lava rises are uniquely found on Flow 1 in the
western part of the Nass Valley (Figure 3C). They are large flat
surfaces of fully developed inflated flows (Walker, 1991) only
disturbed by lava rise pits or superficial cooling cracks. Lava rise
regions are up to 1.5 km wide without significant change in surface
morphology. There is a continuum between hummocky pāhoehoe
and lava rise morphology types (Figure 3D).

Flow 2 and large surfaces of lava in the Nass Valley are disrupted,
i.e., made of slabby or slabby-to-rubbly pāhoehoe (Figures 3E,F).
They are found upstream of hummocky pāhoehoe or lava-rises and
are formed as the lava internal pressure increases along with
increases in the lava supply; the top crust is broken into slabs
and progressively into smaller fragments or rubble (Peterson and
Tilling, 1980; Keszthelyi and Thordarson, 2000; Guilbaud et al.,
2005). Slabby pāhoehoe consists of 0.1–1m thick, 1–10m2 broken
vesiculated fragments of pāhoehoe top crust creating a chaotic flow
surface (Figures 3E,F). Flow 2 is essentially composed of slabby
pāhoehoe and it is also the principal flow surface morphology on
Flow 1. The slabby-to-rubbly pāhoehoe morphology is only found
on Flow 1 at the mouth of the Tseax River valley.

4.3.2 Stratigraphy and Characteristics of the Tephra
Tseax volcano is composed of two nested, but not exactly coaxial
structures: an external horseshoe-shaped spatter rampart and an
inner tephra cone (Figure 4; Sutherland Brown, 1969; Le Moigne
et al., 2020). Two vertical walls (~250 m long) of the spatter
rampart are visible to the west and south of Tseax. These spatter
walls are ~15–25 m high, but their bases are hidden beneath thick
deposits of tephra sourced from the inner cone (Figure 4). The
spatter rampart is composed of layers of agglutinated spatter and
scoria variably coalesced (see Figure 5 for more stratigraphic
details). The total volume of the spatter edifice is 1.1 ± 0.3 ×
106 m3 (Le Moigne et al., 2020).

The inner tephra cone is 65–75m high and hosts a crater 80m
in diameter and 30–35m deep (Figure 4) for an estimated volume
of 2.8 ± 0.4 × 106 m3 (LeMoigne et al., 2020). The area proximal to
the volcano is covered by a tephra blanket; however, the maximum
extent was difficult to map due to the extremely dense vegetation
and a well-developed soil above the tephra. The tephra dispersal
pattern is elongated to the northeast, with a maximum extent of
2,500 m from the vent, likely due to dominant SW-NE winds
during the eruption. The maximum eastern extent of the deposit

was estimated at 1,100 m from the vent assuming a constant
thinning of the blanket from the inner cone. The deposits to
the North and South were limited by topographic highs. Four
smaller unnamed tephra cones are located North of Lower Melita
Lake, including a 20m high cone (here named Satellite cone;
Figure 4). The estimated volume of ejected tephra is ~6.5 × 106 m3

and the total volume of pyroclastics is 10.5 ± 0.7 × 106 m3 covering
a surface area of ~2.2 × 107 m2 (Gallo, 2018; LeMoigne et al., 2020).
The inner cone is most likely younger as the associated tephra
deposits cover the spatter ramparts.

The tephra deposit represents a single depositional unit with
no visible stratigraphy within the deposit. In many locations,
however, extensive forest covers and a very well-developed soil
made tephra deposit observations difficult. Grain size and
componentry analyses were performed in 18 proximal and
distal locations. These samples were located 140–1,420 m from
the main vent (Figure 6). Accessory clasts are rare (~0.5 vol%)
and consist of mm-size fragments of mostly platy gray to brown
siltstones and sandstones; a few mm-size fine grained
metamorphic and plutonic clasts were also observed. Most of
the samples are well sorted (e.g., Cas and Wright, 1987) and
dominated by the 4–8 mm size fraction (35% in mass). The
median tephra diameter is −2.59Φ and there is no significant
variation between the proximal and distal tephra (Figure 6).

A newly discovered type of proximal basaltic pyroclast, termed
inflated pyroclasts, was identified on the Satellite cone and at a few
locations on the main spatter ramparts (Jones et al., 2022). These are
mm-to cm-size hyper-vesiculated pyroclasts (74% vesicularity on
average) and are found intercalated between scoria deposits. They are
thought to be the result of low energy bubble bursts from low viscosity
magma (Jones et al., 2022).

4.4 Petrology and Geochemistry
The Tseax volcanic products are all Fe- Ti-rich, Mg-poor basanite-
to-trachybasalt (Le Moigne et al., 2022). All samples show very
minor variations in major oxides and trace elements and the
different flow units and tephra cannot be geochemically
distinguished (Table 2). The products contain phenocrysts of
plagioclase, olivine and titanomagnetite and the groundmass
comprises plagioclase, olivine, titanomagnetite, clinopyroxene and
minor apatite. The lowermost stratigraphic deposits (i.e., Flow 1 and
Flow 2) have low phenocryst contents, 5–10% (Figures 7A,B), while
the uppermost deposits (i.e., the two ‘a‘ā flows) have phenocryst
contents up to 26% (Figure 7C; Higgins, 2009; Le Moigne et al.,
2022).

TABLE 1 | Type and geometrical characteristics of the Tseax lava flows (from Le Moigne et al., 2020).

Flow # Type Avg slope Avg thickness Avg width Length Surface Area Volume (error)

m km km km2 km3

Flow 1 Pāhoehoe 0.2a; 2.5 ± 0.6b 12 ± 2a; 14 ± 2b 2.47a; 0.30b 31.6 26.97 0.41 ± 0.07
Flow 2 Pāhoehoe 2.5 ± 0.6 7 ± 1 0.44 21.2 6.74 0.06 ± 0.01
Flow 3 ‘A‘ā 3.1 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 1 0.28 7.2 1.11 0.009 ± 0.002
Flow 4 ‘A‘ā 3.1 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 1 0.26 5.3 1.22 0.006 ± 0.001
Total 0.49 ± 0.08

aAverage in the Nass Valley.
bAverage in Crater Creek valley and in Tseax River valley.
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The similar petrological and geochemical compositions of the
whole rock and mineral phases, including the nearly identical
trace element signature of the lavas and tephras, suggest that all
the lavas have undergone an identical evolution from their source
to the surface. The Tseax magma is most likely derived from the
melting of a fertile upper-asthenospheric mantle source. The
magma then rapidly rose to the upper crust and erupted at
estimated temperatures of 1,087–1,094°C. The iron-rich and
alkali characteristics are synonymous with low magma
viscosity (Chevrel et al., 2014). At the onset of crystallisation
(1,245°C), the magma viscosity is measured at ~17 Pa s (Jones

et al., 2022) and estimated at 72–160 Pa s prior to eruption (Le
Moigne et al., 2022).

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Eruptive Dynamics and Chronology of
the Eruption
The chemical homogeneity of the erupted materials (lava flows
and tephra;Table 2) points to a single magma batch that probably
erupted in a relatively short amount of time (Le Moigne et al.,

FIGURE 3 |Main Tseax lava flow surface morphologies. Note that the entire lava flow field is covered by a few cm-thick layer of grey to yellow lichens and mosses.
(A) “A”ā lava flow at the bottom of Crater Creek valley. (B) Hummocky pāhoehoe. (C) Lava-rise. (D) Hummocky-to-lava-rise. (E) Slabby pāhoehoe. (F) Slabby-to-rubbly
pāhoehoe.
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2022). The most recent paleomagnetic study (Williams-Jones
et al., 2020) and the constraints from the Nisga’a Adaawak
also suggest a short-lived eruption, most likely on the order of
days to months.

The most straightforward model would consist of the effusion
of the four identified lava flows (Figure 8) emplaced
consecutively without any significant pause. The products of

the eruption indicate two periods of activity, here called
Period A and Period B with contrasting eruptive dynamics.
The petrographic variations in the Tseax lava flows provide
useful correlations with the activity of the pyroclastic edifices.
Hence, in Period A, we group the early phenocryst-poor lavas,
i.e., Flow 1, Flow 2 and the spatter rampart (Figure 8). Period A
was predominantly effusive producing two voluminous (0.47 ±

FIGURE 4 | (A) Oblique 3D view of Tseax and surrounding area generated by digital photogrammetry. Modified after Le Moigne et al. (2020). (B) Volcanological
map of Tseax. Dashed lines are isopach contours. Red dashed line is the extent of tephra deposit from the Satellite cone. Labelled black dots are location of tephra
samples collected for grain size and componentry analyses. Samples Y73 and R28 are located further away.
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0.08 km3) lava flows and characterised by low levels of spatter
activity at the vent. Period B comprises the late phenocryst-rich
‘a‘ā lavas, i.e., Flow 3, Flow 4, the inner tephra cone and the
associated fallout deposit (Figure 8). Due to higher lava viscosity,
this episode was characterised by more violent explosions at the
vent, ejection of 9.3 × 106 m3 of tephra, formation of the main
tephra cone and effusion of the two more crystal-rich ‘a‘ā lava
flows. Less than 5% of the total lava volume was erupted during
Period B.

5.1.1 Period A
5.1.1.1 Vent Activity
The first reported signs of activity were earthquakes felt by the
Nisga’a before the start of eruption (Barbeau, 1935), perhaps in a
similar manner as to eruption of Paricutin, Mexico (Foshag and
Gonzalez, 1956). These tremors would have been followed by the
emission of a convective volcanic plume in the atmosphere that
was visible from the Nass Valley. This buoyant plume must have
been at least ~1 km high in order to be visible from the village of

Laxksiluux and ~5.7 km from the village of Ts’oohlts’ap
(Figure 9). The Nisgga’a Adaawak mention a convection
cloud only in the earliest stage of the eruption.

We suggest that the eruption was structurally controlled by a
fissure, although there is no direct field evidence aside from the
rough North-South alignment of the eruptive vents (spatter
rampart, tephra cone, satellite cone; Figure 4B). This
orientation also agrees with the regional lineament that
intersects with the location of Tseax (Figure 1C; BC Hydro
1981). The eruption would likely have begun with the opening
of a 750–800 m-long fissure (Figure 10B) at the bottom of Crater
Creek valley, which is approximately the distance between the
two most distant pyroclastic edifices (i.e., the spatter rampart and
the Satellite cone; Figure 4). At the vent, the first period of activity
corresponded to the building of the spatter-rich rampart with
abundant welding (Figures 4, 5) typical of a Hawaiian eruption
style and products of lava fountaining (Head and Wilson, 1989;
Sumner et al., 2005; Valentine and Gregg, 2008; Jones et al., 2018).
Variation in the welding and size of the pyroclasts likely resulted

FIGURE 5 | Detailed stratigraphy of the southern (A) and eastern (B) wall of the horseshoe-shaped spatter rampart.
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from pulsing of the lava fountain (e.g., Valentine and Gregg,
2008).

Due to the high eruption rates, the spatter rampart was
probably continuously breached by the lava flows explaining
its horseshoe-shape. The breached spatter rampart is
asymmetric with pyroclasts extending up to ~300 m East and
>100 m to the West (Figure 4). This may suggest that winds were
sufficiently strong to favour preferential accumulation of the
pyroclasts to the East. Over time, the lava curtain shortened
(e.g., Vergniolle and Mangan, 2000; Jones and Llewellin, 2021) as
the eruption rates decreased, and localised short lived small vents
might have been active (e.g., Satellite cone; Figures 4, 10C),
ejecting 5 × 104 m3 of oxidised tephra and forming a localised
tephra blanket (Figure 10C).

5.1.1.2 Emplacement of Flow 1
The first period of the eruption was dominantly effusive. About
84% of the total lava volume was extruded to form Flow 1 (0.41 ±
0.07 km3). The magma discharge rate was probably high and
sufficiently continuous to produce a single flow rather than a
sequence of multiple overlapping lava flows.

Flow 1 cannot be simplified as a channelised lava flow.
Indeed, ~65% of its volume (0.32 ± 0.03 km3) forms a 26.3 km2

(12 × 2.5 km) inflated lava field in the Nass Valley (Figure 2B;
Le Moigne et al., 2020). Lateral confinement in the V-shaped
Crater Creek and Tseax River valleys most likely played
a considerable role in the emplacement of the Tseax lava
flows, potentially lengthening them by several kilometers.
Lava flow surface morphologies are the result of their
emplacement mechanism and are the expression of the
complex interplay between the physical forces that favour
surface deformation and the cooling mechanism that resists
crustal deformation and can be used to constrain lava advance
rates (e.g., Solana et al., 2004; Guilbaud et al., 2005). Based on
this principle, Kilburn, 2004 predicts that the maximum
advance rates of a lava in transition from pāhoehoe to ‘a‘ā
flow is:

vtr � b cos1/2 α
sin α

(1)

where b is a constant related to the importance of shearing versus
the tensile deformation occurring on the crust (0.0006 m/s for
basalts; Kilburn, 2004; Solana et al., 2004) and α is the underlying
slope in degrees. When v/vtr < 1, a pāhoehoe flow is sustained.

FIGURE 6 |Grain size analyses on 18 Tseax tephra samples collected between 140 and 1,420 m from the main inner tephra cone. A Inman sorting parameter (A)
and tephra diameter (Φ) (B) plotted against distance from the vent. Mdφ: median diameter; φ16 and φ84: 16th and 84th percentiles, respectively.

TABLE 2 | Major element analyses of some Tseax lavas. Data from Le Moigne
et al. (2022).

Lava type Flow 1 Flow 2 Flow 4 Tephra

SiO2 46.85 46.30 46.70 46.54
TiO2 3.67 3.36 3.43 3.68
Al2O3 14.64 14.60 14.20 14.54
FeOT 14.74 14.40 14.45 14.70
MnO 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
MgO 4.64 4.31 4.21 4.65
CaO 7.51 7.37 7.49 7.44
Na2O 4.03 3.99 3.95 4.02
K2O 1.81 1.78 1.78 1.78
P2O5 1.16 1.15 1.18 1.12
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Inversely, when v/vtr > 1, an ‘a‘ā crust will develop,
i.e., continuous deformation of the upper crust.

For Flow 1, the transition regime would have been reached at
an average velocity of 0.14 m/s in the Nass Valley (α ~ 0.24). The

absence of ‘a‘ā (Le Moigne et al., 2020) thus suggests that the flow
never reached this point of continuous deformation (i.e., advance
rate of <0.14 m/s). However, ~50% of the surface morphologies in
the Nass Valley are slabby or slabby-to-rubbly pāhoehoe (Figures
3E,F; Le Moigne et al., 2020) indicating that the flux in the flow
core was locally high enough to partially disrupt the top crust.
Rubbly surface morphologies are sometimes referred to as a
transition state from pāhoehoe to ‘a‘ā and slabby pāhoehoe a
transition state preceding rubbly pāhoehoe (Peterson and Tilling,
1980; Keszthelyi and Thordarson, 2000; Keszthelyi et al., 2001;
Pedersen et al., 2017). Therefore, slabby and slabby-to-rubbly
pāhoehoe surface morphologies occur when v/vtr approaches
unity (e.g., Kilburn, 2004; Solana et al., 2004). Assuming these
constraints, we can expect an average advance rate of
~0.08–0.12 m/s to form the slabby and slabby-to-rubbly
surface morphologies present in the Nass Valley. The
corresponding average effusion rate is then simply obtained by
multiplying the flow velocity by flow width. The slabby-to-rubbly
flow surfaces are located at the mouth of Tseax River valley where
the flowwidth is 1,200–1,500 m and the flow thickness is 12 ± 2 m
(Le Moigne et al., 2020). This gives discharge rates of 1,700 ±
750 m3/s. However, it is evident that the flow was not entirely
inflated when it reached the mouth of Tseax River valley.
Considering a 50 vol% reduction from the final fully inflated
volume, more reasonable peak effusion rates would be
~800–1,000 m3/s at the beginning of the eruption. Similar high
effusion rates were measured during two consecutive days at the
beginning of the 1991 eruption of Hekla (Gudmundsson et al.,
1992) and during the first day of the 1984 eruption of Mauna Loa
(Lipman and Banks, 1987). At Tseax, sustained effusion at
800–1,000 m3/s for 2 days implies eruption of 0.15 ± 0.02 km3

of lava (~37% of the total volume of Flow 1).
An important question to address is how much the effusion

rate decreased as the eruption proceeded. This cannot be
accurately answered because these details of the eruption are
not reported in the Nisga’a Adaawak or without conducting a
detailed analysis of the surface flow morphologies. Estimating the
timing of catastrophic natural events through oral histories is

FIGURE 7 |Representative cross-polarized photomicrographs of Tseax lavas. Note the increasing amount of phenocrysts from Flow 1 to Flow 4. Abbreviations: ol,
olivine; ox, titanomagnetite; pl, plagioclase; ves, vesicle.

FIGURE 8 | Sequence of eruptive episodes versus volume emitted. The
eruption is divided in two periods and the emission of the four lava flows.
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challenging because their durations are often underestimated
(Masse et al., 2007; Cashman and Cronin, 2008). For example,
if the eruption lasted only a few days, average effusion rates would
have been >103 m3/s which seems unlikely unless we involve a
flood-like scenario similar to the 1783–84 eruption of Laki
(Iceland; Thordarson and Self, 1993). Conversely, the
emplacement of Flow 1 over more than a year seems very
unlikely given the chemical homogeneity and low crystallinity
of the products (Le Moigne et al., 2022).

Below, we examine three possible scenarios based on historical
basaltic eruptions: 1) the 27th June 2014–2015 Pāhoa flow
(Hawaii; Poland et al., 2016); 2) the 1991 eruption of Hekla
(Iceland; Gudmundsson et al., 1992); and 3) the 1984 eruption of
Mauna Loa (Hawaii; Lipman and Banks, 1987). These three

scenarios imply very different timescales of emplacement,
from several weeks to several years:

1) In 27th June 2014–2015, the Pāhoa (Hawaii) inflated flow was
emplaced in 270 days at an average rate of 1–2m3/s (Poland et al.,
2016). Such low effusion rates are typical of other inflated
pāhoehoe flows (e.g., Hon et al., 1994). Approximately 11 km2

(~40%) of the surface flows in the Nass Valley have typical
morphologies of inflated pāhoehoe (e.g., hummocky pāhoehoe,
lava rises, etc.; Figures 3B–D; Le Moigne et al., 2020). At Tseax, if
the effusion rates dropped to 1–2m3/s, Flow 1 could have been
emplaced in 4–8 years. This scenario is rejected because it
contradicts the chemical homogeneity of the product and does
not agree with the Nisga’a Adaawak.

FIGURE 9 | (A) Minimum height estimate of the convective plume using lines of sight of a person standing in the former Nisga’a villages towards the location of
Tseax volcano. (B) An ~5 km high buoyant plume seen from the former location of Laxksiluux.
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2) The 1991 eruption of Hekla (Iceland) started with 2 days of
activity at ~800 m3/s. Effusion rates then rapidly decreased to
~10 m3/s until the end of the eruption (Gudmundsson et al.,
1992). In this scenario for Tseax, Flow 1 would have continued
to form over a period of ~300 days following the peak
effusion rate.

3) During the eruption of Mauna Loa (Hawaii) in 1984, effusion
rates evolved from 800 to 300 m3/s during the first few days.
Then, the lava flux remained at ~110 m3/s for 10 days before
progressively decreasing to 10–20 m3/s until the end of the
eruption (Lipman and Banks, 1987). Such a scenario for Flow
1 would imply extrusion of 0.24 ± 0.02 km3 of lava during the
first 12 days of the eruption. The remaining 0.17 ± 0.05 km3, if
extruded at 10–20 m3/s, would have been emplaced in
70–250 days. In total, Flow 1 would be fully emplaced in
~12–37 weeks.

Evolution of lava discharge rates in a scenario similar to that of
the 1991 Hekla eruption (scenario 2) predicts an emplacement
duration of ~8 months. High effusion rates (800–1,000 m3/s) at
the beginning would represent the extrusion of 0.15 ± 0.02 km3 in
a short period of time. The remaining Hekla lavas were emplaced
by slower endogenous growth of the lava plain over several
months and an equivalent scenario can be reasonably
envisaged for Tseax even with slightly higher fluxes. For
instance, if the lava flux was sustained at 20 m3/s, the
emplacement duration of Flow 1 would be ~4 months.
Emplacement of Flow 1 with a similar evolution of the
effusion rate to that of the eruption of Mauna Loa in 1984
(scenario 3) involves a duration <250 days with almost half of
the volume emplaced during the first 2 weeks of eruption.
Scenarios 2 and 3 imply emplacement of large volumes of lava
in a few days to a couple of weeks that may have been responsible
for the destruction of the Nisga’a villages, and therefore, recorded
in the oral histories.

In summary, our observations support high effusion rates
(800–1,000 m3/s) at the beginning of the emplacement of Flow 1
that progressively decreased to 10–200 m3/s until the end of this
pulse. We estimate a total emplacement duration of a few weeks
to a few hundred days, with almost half of the lava volume
extruded during the first days of the eruption.

5.1.1.3 Approximate Arrival Times of the Lava Flow at Key
Locations
From the vent area, the lava was forced to flow down the narrow
V-shaped Crater Creek valley, reached the Tseax River valley
(~5 km to the West) and then flowed North ~15 km to the Nass

FIGURE 10 | Main eruptive events of the ~1,700 CE eruption of Tseax
volcano. (A) Pre-eruption settings. (B) Period A, Flow 1: the eruption started
with the opening of a 750–800 m long fissure, creating a lava curtain a few
tens of meters high typical of Hawaiian eruption style. Early stages had
high effusion rates and emission of a pāheohoe lava flow that reached the
Nass Valley and the Nisga’a villages in 1–2 days. The flux progressively

(Continued )

FIGURE 10 | diminished and the lava inflated by endogenous growth for
10–100 days. White dashed lines are approximate arrival times in hours. (C)
Period A, Flow 2: Accumulation of pyroclasts formed the horseshoe-shaped
spatter rampart. Emission of Flow 2 in 5–10 days. (D) Period B, Flow 3:
localisation to a single vent and formation of the inner tephra cones during a
more explosive phase. Flow 3 was emplaced in 5–10 days. (E) Period B, Flow
4: last phases of the eruption corresponded to low magnitude explosions.
Flow 4 was probably erupted from beneath the tephra cone and was
emplaced in 5–10 days.
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Valley (Figure 2B). In these two narrow valleys, the lava was
probably flowing faster than in the Nass Valley flats due to the
lateral confinement and steeper slopes. Flow 1 fills a volume of
0.14 ± 0.02 km3 (~35% of the Flow 1 volume) in Crater Creek and
Tseax River valleys. Again, considering peak effusion rates of
~800–1,000 m3/s at the beginning of the eruption, ~50 vol% of the
final fully inflated flow in Crater Creek and Tseax River valleys
would have been emplaced in ~17–28 h. This implies average lava
advance rates of 0.2–0.4 m/s (~720–1,440 m/h) along Crater
Creek and Tseax River valleys.

Based on the above constraints, Flow 1 would have reached
Lava Lake in <10 h (Figure 10B). It then flowed down Tseax
River valley to the north until it encountered the Nass River near
Lax Wiilaxk’ap (Figure 10B) after approximately 25 h,
destroying the fish camps located on the shore of Tam
Gimwits’ax (a small lake on the pre-eruptive Tseax River) and
the smokehouses near the mouth of Tseax River valley
(Figure 10B).

The lava diverted the Nass River from the South to the North
side of the Nass Valley to its current position (Figures 10A,B).
The lava initially flowed in the Nass River flood plain and then
progressively extended to the north (D. Nyce, pers. comm., 2019).
With maximum advance rates of 0.08–0.12 m/s in the Nass
Valley, the lava would have reached the Nisga’a village of
Laxksiluux in ~32–41 h after the beginning of the eruption
(see the approximate locations of the former Nisga’a villages
on Figures 2A, 10A). Located about 5 km from the mouth of
Tseax River valley, the lava may have engulfed the village of
Laxksiwihlgest after ~37–53 h and finally arrived in the village of
Ts’oohlts’ap ~43–69 h after the start of the eruption.

5.1.1.4 The Nisga’a Fatalities
Given the observations recorded in the Nisga’a Adaawak and the
mapped flowmorphologies, the emplacement of Flow 1 was most
likely responsible for the fatalities as it flooded the three former
Nisga’a villages (Figure 10B). Lava flows are generally not a
threat to livelihoods or to population, nevertheless, under certain
circumstances (i.e., high discharge rates and flow front velocities),
they can be dangerous to individuals living in their path. For
instance, the eruptions of Nyiragongo (D.R.C.) in 1977, 2002, and
2021 produced low viscosity lava flows which reached the densely
populated city of Goma at extremely high velocities, on the order
of 10–100 km/h, and tens of inhabitants were directly killed by
the lava flows or due to incidents caused by their rapid
emplacement (Tazieff, 1977; Komorowski et al., 2003; Favalli
et al., 2009; Global Volcanism Program, 2021). Although at
Tseax, the flow advance rates may have been locally and/or
punctually faster, perhaps on the order of several m/s (“swift
currents” as reported by Barbeau, 1935), the average lava flow
front advance rate in the Nass Valley was too low to be the unique
cause of the fatalities. Indeed, even with lava velocities of a few
hundred metres per hour, people would have had the time to
evacuate their villages and escape up the slopes of the nearby
mountains.

The former villages of Laxksiwihlgest and Ts’oohlts’ap were
located on the southern shores of the Nass River (Figure 2A).
While some villagers may have “. . .canoed to the far side of the

river. . .” (Nisga’a Tribal Council, 2004), it is reported that during
the eruption some people were caught between the advancing lava
flow and the Nass River (D. Nyce, pers. comm., 2019), which is
the third largest river in British Columbia in terms of annual
discharge rates (Roden, 1967). Ninety years of real time
hydrometric data for the Nass River (from 1929 to 2020) are
available from the Water Office of the Government of Canada
(hydrometric station 08DB001 located north of Gitlaxt’aamiks;
https://wateroffice.ec.gc.ca/report/historical_e.html?stn=
08DB001). According to the Nisga’a Adaawak, the eruption is
suspected to have occurred between June and September (Nisga’a
Tribal Council, 2004; Williams-Jones et al., 2020). During the
summer, monthly average discharge rates are 2,070, 1,650, and
887 m3/s in June, August and September, respectively (assuming
similar discharge rates between present day and during eruption
in the 18th century). A person trying to escape the advancing lava
flow would have had to swim a few hundred meters to reach the
opposite shore of the Nass River. Panic, struggling against the
current or helical flows near the river banks would have been
strong enough to drown anyone attempting to escape by
swimming (e.g., Connolly, 2014; Peden et al., 2016).

When the lava arrived in the Nass Valley, it came in contact
with the Nass River and may have produced dense clouds of
vaporised water mixed with volcanic gases such as CO2 and H2S;
sometimes referred to as “laze” and “vog”, this can be deadly to
individuals in close vicinity (e.g., Williams-Jones and Rymer,
2015; Carlos et al., 2018). McCullagh (1918) described that
explosions occurred when the lava covered the Nass River
beds and that the valley was enveloped by clouds of steam.
There is, however, no evidence of such explosions on the lava
field (e.g., rootless cones, hornitos formed by bubble bursts, rings
of spatter; Mattox and Mangan, 1997; Hamilton et al., 2010;
Boreham et al., 2018). Moreover, McCullagh, 1918) turned the
eruption narrative into a poem and thus his texts can be subject to
different interpretations. Nevertheless, parts of the Nisga’a
Adaawak refer to people suffocating and dying from a
“poisonous smoke” (Barbeau, 1935) when the lava flow entered
the Nass Valley because people were “frightened” and took refuge
in small caves in the villages (Barbeau, 1935). Since CO2 is denser
than air, some fatalities may have been due to accumulation of
CO2 in the low-lying areas and in the caves. Short term exposure
to CO2 leads to rapid unconsciousness and is lethal at
concentrations >11% in the air. Present in volcanic laze, H2S
(and HF or H2SO4 formed through interaction with the ambient
atmosphere) is also hazardous and lethal at concentrations >0.1%
(e.g., Williams-Jones and Rymer, 2015). Furthermore, when the
lava flowed over the Nass River floodplain, CO2 and CH4 (both
asphyxiating gases) may have been released as wetlands and
marshlands are good reservoirs for these gases.

5.1.1.5 Emplacement of Flow 2
Nearly 13% of the total lava volume corresponded to the effusion
of Flow 2 (0.06 ± 0.01 km3). The Tseax lava flow field has an
original geometry which is strongly controlled by the
environmental conditions, notably the topography (Figure 2;
e.g., Miyamoto and Papp, 2004; Rumpf et al., 2018; Richardson
and Karlstrom, 2019). In particular, Flows 2, 3 and 4 are confined
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in V-shaped valleys along their entire length, limiting lateral
spreading (Figure 2). Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994 developed an
empirical relationship between lava flow length (L) and volume
(V) of channelised lava flows that can be applied with 75%
confidence:

L � 0.60V0.57 (2)
Within error, Flows 2, 3 and 4 fit the model of Pinkerton and

Wilson, 1994 for channelised flows over their entire length
(Figure 11). Therefore, these flows can be approximated as
channelised lava flows and the volumetric effusion rate can
then be calculated by (Pinkerton and Wilson, 1994):

E � GZκLW

H
(3)

where, κ is the thermal diffusivity (3.82 × 10–7 m2/s; Kilburn and
Lopes, 1994), GZ is the Gratz number, W and H are the average
flow width and thickness, respectively. This model assumes that
the lava advance is controlled by the viscous core of the flow and
that heat transfer by conduction is the dominant cooling
mechanism (symbolised by the Gratz number; Knudson and
Katz, 1958; Hulme and Fielder, 1977; Pinkerton and Sparks,
1978). Observations of Hawaiian and Etnean basaltic lava
flows have shown that the flow usually stops when GZ~300.
Considering the values reported in Table 1 and GZ of 300, we

obtain effusion rates of 124 ± 25 m3/s for Flow 2. Accordingly, the
estimated emplacement duration of Flow 2 is 4.4 ± 1.2 days.

A similar argument as for Flow 1 concerning the average
effusion rate and emplacement duration could be made here.
However, the Nisga’a Adaawak do not constrain the mechanism
and emplacement duration of Flow 2. Therefore, the effusion
rates given here might be overestimated and the emplacement
durations are considered a minimum. However, Flow 2 is
essentially a slabby pāhoehoe lava flow (Le Moigne et al.,
2020) suggesting relatively high effusion rates for pāhoehoe
flows. We propose that the total emplacement duration of
Flow 2 would have been 5–10 days.

5.1.2 Period B
5.1.2.1 Emplacement of Flow 3 and 4
The products belonging to Period B of the eruption are
phenocryst-rich compared to the earliest lavas (Figure 7; Le
Moigne et al., 2022). Only 3% of the total lava volume was
erupted during this phase and in two separate lava flows: Flow 3
(0.009 ± 0.002 km3) and Flow 4 (0.006 ± 0.001 km3), both “a” ā
flows (Figure 2B). Using the geometrical values reported in
Table 1, the average effusion rates would have been 54 ±
12 m3/s and 36 ± 8 m3/s for Flow 3 and Flow 4, respectively
(from Eq. 3). This gives an emplacement duration of 2.1 ± 0.9 for
Flow 3 and 2.1 ± 0.8 days for Flow 4. Again, these are minimum
emplacement durations and an emplacement over 5–10 days is
probably more realistic.

5.1.2.2 Vent Activity
During Period B, the curtain of fire phase ended, and the vent
localised to a single point progressively forming the inner tephra
cone (Figures 10D,E). This phase was characterised by more
intense eruptions with higher degrees of magma fragmentation
mostly producing pyroclasts 4–8 mm in diameter (Figure 6). The
tephra fallout was preferentially deposited to the northeast (up to
1.5 km from the cone; Figure 4B) likely due to the prevailing
wind direction. We estimate similar effusion rates for Flow 3 and
4 indicating that the explosive dynamics were fairly constant
throughout the duration of Period B. This is in agreement with
the uniformity of the tephra deposit.

5.2 Comparisons With Other Volcanic
Eruptions
Comparisons between Tseax and other NCVP monogenetic
volcanoes are limited due to recent and extensive glacial
erosion of the majority of the edifices (Edwards and Russell,
2000). Nevertheless, the architecture of the Tseax volcanic edifice
compares well with the most recent monogenetic volcanoes of the
NCVP which are also small tephra cones associated with long
valley-filling mafic lava flows (e.g., Lava Fork, VolcanoMountain;
Edwards and Russell, 2000). We note that the erupted volume at
Tseax is larger than most of the mafic monogenetic volcanoes in
the Auckland Volcanic Field (AVF) by one or two orders of
magnitude (Kereszturi et al., 2013). Within the AVF, only One
Tree Hill (0.26 km3) and the more complex system Rangitoto
(0.7 km3) compare with Tseax in terms of total lava volumes

FIGURE 11 | Length-volume relationship of the four Tseax lava flows. (A)
Length-volume relationship along the entire flow field. Dashed line is the
Pinkerton and Wilson (1994) model. (B) Zoom on the first 10 km of the Tseax
lava flow field. Note that the four flows closely follow the model along the
narrow V-shaped Crater Creek and Tseax River valleys. In the Nass Valley,
Flow 1 departs from the model due to widening of the lava.
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(Kereszturi et al., 2013). Basaltic andesite to andesite monogenetic
volcanoes within the Michoácan-Guanajuato Volcanic Field
(MGVF) tend to be more voluminous and long-lived. For
example, Paricutin (3.56 km3), El Jorullo (1.75 km3) and El
Metate (9.2 km3) produced basaltic andesite to andesite lavas
during eruptions that lasted several years or decades (Luhr and
Carmichael, 1985; Pioli et al., 2008; Chevrel et al., 2016). Even for
a slightly higher volume, the andesitic Rancho Seco volcano
(0.72 km3) in the MGVF is believed to have lasted between 2
and 6 years (Ramírez-Uribe et al., 2021).

Tseax erupted 0.5 km3 of low viscosity basanite-trachybasalt lavas
over a period of weeks to a fewmonths assuming continuous activity,
corresponding to time-averaged eruption rates (e.g., Harris et al.,
2007) of tens to a few hundred m3/s. Similar eruption rates
characterize the most recent alkali basalts in the Harrat Rahat
monogenetic volcanic field (1256 CE Al Madinah flow, Five
Fingers flows; (Dietterich et al., 2018). Tseax eruption rates also
overlapwith eruptions of similar volumes of tholeiitic lavas from large
shield volcanoes. For example, eruption rates of 47–95, 116–174, 58,
and 78–90m3/s were estimated for the 1,669 Etna, 1859 Mauna Loa,
2018 Kilauea Fissure 8, and 2007 Piton de la Fournaise eruptions,
respectively (Corsaro et al., 1996; Riker et al., 2009; Rhéty et al., 2017;
Neal et al., 2019). The eruption of Tseax suggests that monogenetic
eruptions can be comparable in size and time-averaged eruption rate
to eruptions occurring on larger edifices with more complex
plumbing systems and relatively stable magma storage zones.

5.3 Hazard Implications
During the Holocene, the NCVP hosted at least one eruption every
270 years (Stasiuk et al., 2003). These recent eruptions happened in
mountainous regions and produced valley-filling lava flows with the
potential of reaching distal areas (e.g., Iskut River basalts; Lava Fork;
Volcano Mountain; Jackson and Stevens, 1992; Cousens and Bevier,
1995; Edwards and Russell, 2000). Therefore, volcanic hazard
assessment must be improved in the NCVP.

The products of Tseax are alkali and Fe-rich (Table 2) lavas. It has
been shown that Fe-rich basaltic melts (FeOT = 10–22 wt%) can be
up to two orders of magnitude less viscous at the glass transition
temperature than a typical basalt (Chevrel et al., 2014). At Tseax, the
low lava viscosities could have favoured the length of the lava flows
and their relatively rapid emplacement. NCVP volcanics tend to be
Fe-rich; in particular, the southern volcanic centres have Mg# <50
(Edwards and Russell, 2000). Therefore, if an eruption were to
happen in that region, we should expect low viscosity lavas,
potentially producing long valley-filling lava flows. In fact, the
~1,800 CE eruption of Lava Fork (170 km to the Northeast of
Tseax; Figure 1B) appears to have been predominantly effusive
and produced a 20 km long lava flow (Hauksdottir, 1992).

Tseax volcano is a good example of how a single and short-
lived eruption from an isolated monogenetic volcano could
produce a significant hazard to the nearby population. The
eruption produced a small tephra blanket around the volcano
but a total area of 40 km2 was covered by extensive, valley-filling
mafic lava flows (Figure 2). Considering similar eruptive
dynamics, this scenario is one of the most hazardous that can
be expected for the NCVP. At present, nearly 1,000 people live in
Gitlaxt’aamiks and Gitwinsilhkw (Statistics Canada, 2016 Census

of Population) and forestry, fishing and tourism activities are also
located in the area. Several occurrences of Holocene volcanic
rocks have been identified in close proximity to Tseax volcano
(Figure 1C). This area was recently ranked as having a moderate
threat level amongst 28 other potentially active Canadian
volcanoes (Wilson and Kelman, 2021). In fact, it is the only
region in Canada where monogenetic mafic volcanoes are not
considered as a very low volcanic threat. Therefore, if an eruption
were to occur again in same area and in a similar manner as
Tseax, low viscosity magma would quickly reach the surface
without significant advance warning (Le Moigne et al., 2022)
and would produce comparable low viscosity mafic lavas. While
small lava flows such as the “a”ā flows from the last two eruptive
episodes of Tseax should not pose a threat, eruption of larger
volumes of lava could be more complicated to manage. Lava flows
would disrupt the Nisga’a highway (Highway 113; Figures 1C,
2A) which provides access to the Nisga’a villages of
Gitlaxt’aamiks, Gitwinksihlkw, Laxgalts’ap and Gingolx further
downstream along the Nass River. Lava flows could again reach
the Nass River with potentially disastrous consequences for the
nearby population and fisheries in the Nass River.

6 CONCLUSION

Wepresent here amodel for the ~1,700CETseax volcano eruption in
British Columbia, Canada. This eruption was the only volcanic event
directly observed and recorded by individuals in Canada with
observational accounts recorded in oral and written stories of the
Nisga’a people. The eruption extruded ~0.5 km3 of Fe-rich, Mg-poor
basanite-to-trachybasalt lavas covering an area of ~40 km2 and
having a significant impact on the local environment and on the
people of Nisga’a First Nation living in the area. Most of the erupted
products are lava flows that destroyed threeNisga’a villages and killed
up to 2,000 people. This makes it the deadliest volcanic eruption in
Canada and possibly the deadliest recorded effusive eruption of direct
impact (Auker et al., 2013). The chemical homogeneity of the lava
and tephra points towards a single magma batch that erupted over a
short period of time, most likely on the order of weeks to a few
months.

The magma ascended to the surface in two distinct eruptive
periods (Period A and B) perhaps separated by a short pause. The
products of Period A are characterised by phenocryst-poor lavas
and this phase was predominantly effusive, while those of Period
B are phenocryst-rich. The eruptive history can be summarised in
the following key points (Figure 9):

1) Period A began with the opening of a fissure that erupted lava
in a typical Hawaiian style progressively building a ~600 m-
diameter horseshoe-shaped spatter rampart, and the effusion
of ~0.47 km3 of low viscosity pāhoehoe lava (Flow 1 and 2) in
a few weeks to months;

2) We estimated that about half the entire lava volume was emitted
during the first days of the eruption at effusion rates of
800–1,000m3/s. The lava rapidly reached the Nass River in
about 1 day, which it progressively diverted to its current
position. Within 2–3 days, the lava engulfed the Nisga’a
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villages and may have been responsible for the reported fatalities.
Another factor that may have caused deaths is potential volcanic
laze produced during the lava-water interaction;

3) The “a”ā flows (Flow 3 and 4) were extruded during Period B. This
phase was characterised bymore violent explosions that fragmented
the magma to form the inner tephra cone. The explosive activity
continued for the entire duration of Period B at a constant rate
according to the homogeneity of the tephra deposit.

The present study shows that small volume, isolated volcanoes
can represent an unpredictable and significant hazard to nearby
populations. Low viscosity magma, such as the one erupted at
Tseax, combined with hilly/mountainous topography, can
significantly increase the risk to nearby populations notably by
producing rapidly emplaced lava flows that can stretch unusually
long distances. Finally, the geomorphological, physical and
geochemical characteristics of Tseax volcano are typical of a
“sensu stricto” monogenetic volcano (Németh and Kereszturi,
2015), i.e., a single and small magma batch producing a simple
volcanic edifice in a relatively short lived eruption. However, it
appears that the eruption dynamics were comparable to flank
eruptions on long-lived shield volcanoes in terms of eruption
volume, rates and duration.
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